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Tribe Leads Coal to Clean Energy Walk in Moapa
Forest Service mowed down the pinenut trees
The Ecomuseum Preserves and Teaches an Artful Way of Life
Digital Museums - Best of the Web
Host a Visitor in Your Home for Dinner or an Overnight Stay and Learn about the World
Solar Panels Could Destroy US Utilities, According to US Utilities
SOLAR ARRAY DEDICATED AT LAS VEGAS WATER TREATMENT PLANT
Ambitious plan would remake Yosemite National Park

TRIBE LEADS COAL TO CLEAN ENERGY WALK IN MOAPA
Moapa Band of Paiutes tribe members led a 16-mile Earth Day
weekend walk to put the spotlight on plans to close a coal-fired
power plant and build a solar energy plant in Southern Nevada.
http://erj.reviewjournal.com/ct/uz3688753Biz16734211

Loika Kane

Did you hear? The Forest Service mowed down the pinenut trees at our tuba blessing
place and gathering place in Desert Creek. Saw devastating pictures of the area yesterday
(thanks to Marlin Thompson for sharing the pictures). It was sad and sickening to see all of our
pinenut trees mowed down. He said the Forest Service said they made a mistake and that the
reason for doing it was to provide more space for the sage grouse. And also that it was cleared as
fire prevention. All those dead and dry trees laying about doesn't make a case for fire danger
especially here in Nevada, I don't know what else will. Boy does this make me angry! But will
my fellow tribesmen take a stand with me for our sacred tuba? When are we going to stand up
for ourselves? Or are we going to continue to let things happen to us and around us? They said
they consulted with the tribes on their project? Did the Tribes respond to their notices? Sad. sad.
sickening sad! I'll try to get the pictures scanned to show you the truth of what they did. Will try
to post or get Janice Gardipe to post later today!

Jeanette Allen That is just really sad. I understand that they had a meeting regarding the pine nut
land in Bridgeport. I heard that it was sold for development (probably housing) Might contact
one of the Dick girls. I am not certain which one knows I think it might be Grace. Let me know.
Wednesday at 8:45am · Like · 1
Marjie N. Harjo That's really sad!!
Wednesday at 9:34am via mobile · Like

Stacey Burns Yes , unfortunately this devastation was done by the forest service. They are
writing it off as a mistake.
There was a meeting held in Bridgeport , some of the elders were too disguised (disgusted) and
hurt to speak. They will now be trimming the bottom of the trees for the sage grouse. This is their
form of compensation... Not enough! These trees are hundreds of years old and they will not
grow to the same size in our life time or our children's.
My Aunt Grace does not recall the Sage grouse to live that high in the mountains.
My Aunt Grace Dick visited the sweet water area and came a cross two men scavenging the cut
trees. One said he has been getting wood there since January. The other believed the trees were
cut down last November/December .....See More
Wednesday at 3:27pm via mobile · Like
Deena O'Daye Those trees weren't dead and dying!!! They were green and thick. my
grandparents taught us how to.pick, and we always brought water every time we picked from
them. This is horrible to see!!!

The Ecomuseum Preserves and Teaches an Artful Way of Life
PUBLISHED: Stokrocki, M. (1996). "The ecomuseum preserves an artful way of life." Art
Education, 49(4), 35-43.
What is an Ecomuseum?
Usually one thinks of a museum as a storehouse of art things, a temple of goods; and culture in a
box. A new museum concept has emerged, however, that the building itself is only a meeting
place and the entire environment or community is the ecomuseum. The ecomuseum is a place of
integral relationships -- one of organisms living in harmony with their past, present, and future
environment. This community learning center mediates transitions in a culture at a time of rapid
change (328). Its mission is to protect human dignity and to link generations.
The concept evolved in Europe, where local people turned abandoned factories into thriving
museums. In France, Georges Henri Riviere emphasized the importance of place though
interdisciplinary collaboration. In 1974, the International Council of Museums defined a museum
as "an institution in the service of society and its development." On the French-German border in
the Saar region lies absolete coal mines and factories. In the 1980s, the staff of La Maison des
Cultures Frontieres began interviewing people door to door in their kitchens. The personnel
solicited life stories about the economic decline of the area and its political effects on their lives.
Area people began to uncover historical photographs and brought them to the museum for
videotaping. La Maison now serves as a documentation center: archival, audiovisual, theatrical,
and genealogical. These attempts led to street-theater productions based on the local people's
lives. In Holland, the Dutch similarly converted their old textile mills into living, teaching
experiences (Ligvoet, 1978, personal correspondence).
In response to the public auctioning of a private collection of objects in Quebec, thirteen small
villages cooperatively purchased them and initiated a dialogue on their care and identity in their
culture museum, called the Ecomusee de Haute-Beauce" (p. 330). Such museums need not be

stationed in one place, but can be positioned in several areas. The role of the ecomuseum is to
instigate problem-solving in the community.
In the United States, the Smithsonian created the Anacostia Neighborhood Museum
[Washington, D.C.] to respond to the needs of the Afro-American community.
The Ak-Chin Community Ecomuseum
The focus of this article, however, is on a Native American site. In the northern edge of the
Sonoran desert about 40 miles south of Phoenix, lies a third example on Ak-Chin Indian
Community. The Reservation is one of the smallest with 600 people. These people have
cultivated this area for thousands of years. They regard everything -- the people, the land, the
buildings (a tribal office, police, fire station, and an elderly center), and the farms in the region as
part of their museum. This museum is a living one -- an ecomuseum. The museum consists of
some 372,000 acres (Gila River Indian Community Profile). This was the first ecomuseum in the
United States (Interview with Charles Carlyle, tribal member and first museum coordinator,
1992).
Agricultural Demographics
Since the entire reservation is the ecomuseum, knowledge and appreciation of its lifeline
operations are important. The agriculture of such crops as cotton, wheat, pecans, alfalfa, barley
and other vegetables is their main economic life. The community also owns and operates its own
chemical fertilizer, cotton gin, and grain storage facilities. The community is proud of its
Amerind Agrotech Laboritories, a research facility responsible for the development of underutilized plants and promoting their value in the marketplace. Such crops as guayule (rubber),
tepary beans, and other edible grains are currently being commercialized. Devil's claw, a reed, is
used in Pima basket weaving. Recently, however, the reservation is a high growth area due to the
new gambling casino and urban sprawl of Phoenix.
A Brief History of the People and their Occupation
The people are a mixture of Pima and Tohono O'oodham tribes whose background was crop
growing. Historically, to protect themselves from Apache raiders, the joined forces and
intermarried to form a new group called Ak-Chin -- people at the mouth of the wash. [When a
river overflows its banks, a wash is formed.] So the ak-chin translates as a place where water
spreads out as well as an irrigation technique. In this method, the people grew plants in the
depressions formed by the forceful water.
In the 1970's, the Tribe found that technology, economic development, and the pan-Indian
movement began to affect them. The Ak-Chin formed their own enterprise in 1961, received
water settlement rights to the Colorado River, and began to develop new lands. Ak-Chin Farms
Enterprize (1962), specializes in growing wheat and cotton, manages the agricultural activities
and led to the fight to get the Water Settlement Act passed. This act guarantees 75,000 acres of
water each year beginning in January. Farms cultivate 17,000 acres of crops and the water comes
from Central Arizona Project, which manages the water (From a table of one of the photos in the
exhibit). The tribe aims to become economically and socially self-sufficient (From the official
Him-Dak flyer, 1995).

This meant that any artifacts, discovered from archaelogical excavations had to be stored in a
suitable place with a curator. The museum's first director Charles Carlyle explained that tribal
members wanted to use the artifacts as teaching tools and the museum itself as a meeting center.
He explained that the tribe found some 700 boxes of artifacts from local digs. They discovered
300 pit houses, daily living utensils --over over 700 boxes worth, and 21 Indian, human skeletal
remains (p. 338). In 1986, the Tribe opened the Him-Dak, a restoration place and archive.
The Architecture of the Him-Dak
The Pima/Maricopa Indians, who prefer to call themselves by their ancient name of Ak-Chin,
operate the Him Dak or gathering place at the center of their reservation. The Him-Dak building
or gathering place was built in 1991 primarily as a place to store the tribal artifacts, library, The
Tribal newspaper, hold tribal meetings, and socialize. Designed by ASU Professor Kristine
Woolsey, the building incorporates Ak-Chin symbols. The multipurpose facility has a large space
for glass display cases, folding dividers with changing exhibits, and hanging paintings. This
multipurpose room can be converted into a meeting room with large ceremonial doors that open
to the outside. Separate areas house a classroom, administration offices, library, an oral history or
storyteller room, side rooms for managing the newspaper and photo room, and climatecontrolled, preparation and storage rooms for cataloguing and study of artifacts. The building has
moving walls and panels, huge steel doors to extend an exhibit outside, and a roof to stage
celebrations (Smith, 1992).
The architect invited tribal members to design the decorative panels so that they could have a
sense of ownership. The flute-player [Kokopelli] and man-in-the maze are some of the popular
symbols incorporated into the panels (Figure__). Others symbols represent the Ak-Chin
community and are used on their seal; for example, the arrow (Native Americans), scales
(equality and justics, rising sun (for a brighter tomorrow), and lightning (for inspiration and
energy to uphold community ideal) [Seal design by W. Carlyle and drawn by S. Smith].
Collaboration, however, occurred at all stages, from the training of clients, the brainstorming of
ideas, visiting other other Indian museums, choosing and purchasing materials. Mimicking their
traditional houses, the structure basically has two rooms, one mud brick side for storage and a
shade structure with four posts for living. A painting by Joseph Smith, a 40 year-old, self taught,
tribal artist who lives on the reservation, documents the Ak-Chin way of living--their mud
storage huts, covered ramada, a man wrapping a feathered arrow, a woman grinding corn in a
stone metate, a person carrying water on his head, and childen playing a form of "foot" ball in
the distance,
Outside is a small stream with a bridge that visitors cross to enter the gathering place. A desert
and a vegetable garden with a ramada for shade are situated to the right. This Garden Project
features such native plants as yucca, palo verde trees, and ironwood for thatched roofs. In this
garden, the staff grows squash, watermelon, and tepary beans (Figure ).
Functions of the Him-Dak
Besides storing and studying artifacts in their archives, the Him-Dak promotes cultural identity,
education, and dialogue between the generations and other tribes. Carlyle explained that the
entire reservation is an exhibit--the mountains in the distance, the farmlands, and all the local
trees (Figure ). The gathering place itself shows the socio-cultural evolution of the people.

Another Him-Dak function is photographing artifacts and communal events. After the
Smithsonian heard about this exciting museum, the Smithsonian sent a photographer to train the
Ak-Chin staff in archival photography. The Tribal newspaper which operates here, features local
stories; such as The Spiritual Run for Peace and Dignity that commemorates 500 years of
strength and survival (Ak-Chin O’odham Runner, Sept, 1992).
A third function is documenting oral history of the local people. On display were photographs of
the "Elders in the Community," an oral history project grant obtained through the division of
parks and recreation. Elaine Peters, the new Director, pointed to photographs of her godmother
and uncle (Figure ) (Personal Interview with Elaine Peters, 2/3/95).
Educational Activities
Teaching, however, is a major function. At the higher education level, six people started parttime to consult with different responsibilities and created a unique staff development model with
educational institutions, government agencies, arts organizations, and the museum/archive
profession. At the nearby Central Arizona Community College, some people studied museum
education; others, records management; one studied archaeology, and another, history in a
flexible and non-traditional Associates of Arts degree that still allows them to work full time.
Their programs incorporate individual and tribal goals, state certification mandates, professional
standards, and the contemporary theory and practice of adult education. Some of the staff
members are pursuing advanced degrees.
The staff's responsibilities are to identify, collect, and preserve to run public programs, research,
produce exhibitions, and document programs. The community educational program is a
combination of apprenticeships, field experiences, classroom skill building, site visits, and
personal growth opportunities (Handout on Museum/Archive Technician Education Program,
1995).
Cultural Exhibitions:
A tour upon request is arranged for visitors, in this case by Elaine Peters, but the staff insists that
they don't cater to the public. The docent explains some of the displayed artifacts: stone jewelry,
spindle wheels, a blown awl, carved animal bones, water jars, and old pots with water designs.
One showcase entirely consisted of butterfly and man-in the-maze designed baskets by Tille
Carlyle. Raw cats claw and yucca fibers for basket weaving are also included. Another display
featured photographs of saguaro cactus wine-making. Elaine Peters demonstrated how a wooden
cross-shaped pole is used to harvest the fruit of the Saguaro, used in the June wine making ritual
(Figure ___). Other displays featured items from the community, donated by the post master
general, including a quilt made from shoulder pads.
Educational Assessment
In order to assess the impact of their program, the staff encourages children to complete a
questionnaire (pre-post test). Sample questions include: Name one item made of shell, what does
pisaltakud mean (balance)?, What is archeology the study of? How old is the Hohokam water
jar? Who painted the Apache ceremonial figure on the quilt display? and What material is used
for the black design on the basket display (devils claw), Some of the educational art activities
include a handout for children to "Draw a picture to represent:" 1) your family, 2) your tribe, 3)

your tribe, and 4) why you are proud to be an Indian. The worksheet takes the form of a circular
shield with three dangling arrows (Figure ).
Cultural Exchange Programs
The museum has a cultural exchange program with the Inuit people in _____ (where)? and one
with Mexico City and Baha? One showcase featured Inuit tribal boots, instruments, and
_______for comparison.
Other Programs
The staff provide other services to the community: a Head Start Program in the mornings, a
language class, a storytelling and reading program, a summer photo course for high school
students, and a basketry class.
The Basketry Tradition
Originally the Ak-Chin used baskets for storage and currently make them for decorative
purposes. Although no basketry examples remain, the tradition survives with several local
people. The Ecomuseum also sponsors a six-week basketry class, taught by Sally Antone, who
lives in tribal housing with her husband and children. Sally demonstrates basket weaving to
visitors in the Spring. During one hour-long visit, she explained how to start the coiled basket
with a box stitch. She shredded a yucca reed with her teeth and wrapped it around a coiled bear
grass. She identified the various straws: bear grass is the green one, wild banana root is the red,
and devil's claw is the brown. She used an awl to poke the reed through the tight coil (Figure ).
Later, she used a hammer to flatten the shape.
She explained, "I use different shades of yucca for this star design. I picked the yellow green
yucca when it was fresh and when it dries out, it gets this mustard color." The star-shaped design
(Figure ) "just happened and my designs have no particular meaning," (Personal interview,
2/27/95). Other examples of traditional basketry symbols are the chain spiral, the turtle, and the
saguaro harvesting pole in the painting by a local artist (Figure ___).
Sally attended a public grade school in Maricopa and later attended St. John's Boarding School
in Lavine. She learned beading techniques from Leona Zastrow at the school. Later she attended
junior collage and the Academy of Fashion in California with hopes of becoming a seamstress
(King, 1992). She related how she began her training:
I used to watch my mother and grandmother make baskets, but I didn't start
until after high school...when I had kids. Both of my daughters know how to
do it, but have no time now. She makes baskets to perpetuate traditional skills
but not for economic reasons (Antone, Personal interview, 2/27/95).
Changing Traditions -- Painting
Traditions, like culture, is dynamic -- not static. Cultures borrow and influence each other,
enriching their experiences (Highwater, 1981). They are meant to boost one to new ideas and
ways. Her eldest son attended the Institute of American Indian Art (IAIA) in Santa Fe. His
acrylic painting hangs in the Him-dak to teach visitors about tribal ways. A painting by Dwayne

Antone entitled "Man in the Maze," symbolically represents the life of all the Sonoran (Papago,
Ak Chin, Tohono Oodham) peoples. In the painting are saguaro cacti, the barren desert, assorted
grasses, and mountains and colds in the distance (Figure ). Elaine related, "The man-in-the-maze
symbol demonstrates the people's choices in determining the paths leading to our dreams and
ultimate goals." Dwayne wishes that the museum whould show some of his more contemporary
paintings, according to his mother.
Relations with Local Art Teacher
In the past, Ak-chin students attended boarding schools based on teacher direction. Now students
attend public school. Some of the negative attitudes of earlier schooling and dated skills hinders
education. High school art teacher Cecilia Schall, who has been teaching at the local Maricopa
High School for 18 years, was thrilled to hear of the new museum showing and explaining its
Ak-Chin pottery pieces for students to appreciate (October 12, 1992). She felt that is was a
wonderful place to paint with all the local plants and the mountains in the distance.
She related some of the problems teaching art to Ak-Chin students in the beginning. When she
first offered pottery classes, she asked students to bring in and share local pottery examples. They
refused to do this because it was a local and secret tradition. Later, she discovered that students
didn't know much about their pottery tradition, but she decided to teach it differently. Most of her
students then only knew of the "K-Mart "type of crafts and pottery and preferred to recreate
them. In harmony with the school's voactional emphasis, she taught pottery as career awareness;
for example, in one of her worksheets, entitled "What do you need to study to become a
craftsman?" she listed: 1) craft technique - how to use media and tools to make crafts, 2) craft
history - what kinds of crafts have been done in the past? Who were the craftsmen? 3) aesthetics
- What do crafts mean? Why do people do them? 4) criticism - how to judge a crafts work to tell
if it is good or not?; and 5) careers in crafts - What art jobs are available in the working world
today?
She also spoke of her involvement with the Smithsonian photographer who came to teach tribal
members about photography for museum purposes. Since the Him-Dak then had no photo lab,
they used the one at The Maricopa High School. Mrs. Schall also offered a college-level
photography course for students to work on the yearbook. She hopes that this fine-art training
may help the Him-Dak as well. Unfortunately, she can't offer photography anymore because it's
too expensive.
With a Masters Degree in Adult Education, her art teaching is more interdisciplary now and she
accepted an additional responsibility teaching the Humanities Academic Decathelon, which
featured the theme of "biogenics" this part year (Personal Interview, 2/27/95).
Religious Arts
Many of the Ak-Chin people are Catholic. Nearby, St. Francis Church, that was built in 1920's by
the Franciscans who brought the ironwood trees. Elaine mentioned that traveling Jesuit priests
now serve Sunday Mass. Inside is a large room with windows to the right and left, a ceiling of
painted cactus ribs, a main altar table, a side altar, and two large frescos (Figure ___). The Fresco
of St. Francis of Assisi is peeling from behind the adobe wall. Around the fresoces are wainscot
patterns, painted directly on the wall. The ceiling is made of painted cactus ribs. The statues are
from Mexico. Katari is a Mohawk patron saint we honor. We sing and pray in our own language

(mishmah?). It means "going to church or the table." Each year, St. Francis and Mary Magdelana
are honored with feasts and a festival for the Day of the Dead in October.
The New Gambling Casino
The new gambling casino featured stained glass windows [one example is a woman making
pottery in Figure __] and large wall murals on tribal life in the dessert. Many tribal members
regard the new Harrah Casino as economically promising. They now have a partnership with the
casino and many local tribal members work there. The Ak-Chin hope to become self-sufficient in
five years. Some people think that this establishment is degrading; some find that it does't
represent the Tribe; others ignore it.
The Effects and Future of the Ecomuseum on the Ak-Chin
Several Ak-Chin people in the past felt isolated and torn between their two tribes of origin. Bart
Smith, a printmaker who lives off the reservation, commented that the museum connects him to
the land and he hopes to move back (King, 1992). Artist Mary Gray enjoyed living in this
peaceful place that is about an hour drive far to the University. She planned to open a gallery on
the reservation. For the local teachers, such as art teacher, Cecilia Schall, it opened new teaching
resources.
Notes
1. A special thank you to Elaine Peters, Director of the Him-Dak, Suzanne Antone, local weaver,
and Celicia Schall, local art teacher. If you would like more information on the ecomuseum,
write to Elaine Peters, Director; Ak-Chin Him-Dak; P.O. Box 897; Maricopa, AZ 85239
2. Another example operates at Zuni Pueblo in which the building itself is the tribal archives and
preserves the Zuni heritage at the A:shiwi A:wan Museum and Heritage Center not far from
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Here Zuni students construct their own exhibition on Zuni history
and tend the traditional waffle-pattern garden so as to perpetuate the horticulture heritage alive.
The museum functions "as a mediator between the pueblo and outside tourists... to see its historic
multi-storied adobe center and mission church with its wall paintings of Zuni ceremonial figures,
and life work of Zuni artist Alex Seowtewa" (Garfield, 1993, p. 39).
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Another kind of museum.....the digital museum

Best of the Web Nominees
Although the time for voting is over, you may be interested in the scope and breadth of these digital
musuems/exhibits............nothing from Indian Country this year altho the exhibit, U.S.-Dakota War of
1862 Website and the NMAI Living Maya Time are included. Spend a fascinating hour. sdc

1812: A Digital Exhibition
82nd & Fifth | The Metropolitan Museum of Art
BEYOND WALLS National Museum of Women in the Arts (NMWA)
Clark Remix: uExplore and uCurate Applications
EUscreen Virtual Exhibitions
Indigenous | Out of the Wild with A. Bitterman
Inventing Europe
Life Online - The Mirror
MoMA: Inventing Abstraction
Nomination of The Pearlman Collection for its creative user experience
The Gallery of Lost Art
Virtual Museum 's Heeren Loo
Virtual Watervliet
ArtNC
Inquiring on CLimate & ENergy ICLEEN
Living Maya Time
MoMA Art Lab iPad app
MoMA Learning
Preparing for the Oath: U.S. History and Civics for Citizenship
Project Arch-ae-o
U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 Website
Vilify Me!
American Museum in Britain: website
Century of the Child
Design Museum Boston
Experiment Station blog
Oh Snap! (Carnegie Museum of Art)
Rijksstudio: Make Your Own Masterpiece
Soapbox! The Audience Speaks
Dave Patten
ArtBabble Redesign
Port Moody Station Museum
Tate's website
Texas Archive of the Moving Image
The Getty Iris
The Phillips Collection Website Redesign

Behold, America! Mobile Tour
Carnegie Science Center
Hidden Newcastle
MCA Insight
PlanetMania
Romare Bearden: Black Odyssey Remixes iPad Collage App
Sound Uncovered
Texas 1836
The Emerging Issues Commons Website & Mobile App
TXTilecity
Winged Tapestries: an iPad application
Beyond the Printed Page: Museum Digital Publishing Bliki
Open Exhibits
The Digital Museum Tumblr
Ancient Carved Ambers in the J. Paul Getty Museum - Online Catalog
Cooper-Hewitt Online Collection
Creativity Resource for Teachers
Louise Bourgeois: The Complete Prints & Books
MCA Online Collection
MetPublications | The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Online Research Publications at Tate
Princeton University Art Museum extensive online collection
San Francisco Asian Art Museum Education Portal
Anish Kapoor in MCA Publications
Code Fred: Survival Mode
Man of the West, Man of the World
The Phillips Collection iTunes U Site
The Rarest Eclipse: The Transit of Venus
Chew or Die: A social food challenge app
My History Museum
Phillips Collection Website Relaunch Party - Social Media Integration
Titanic on Twitter
******************************************************************************

Host a Visitor in Your Home for Dinner or an Overnight Stay and Learn
about the World
The Northern Nevada International Center seeks host families for a variety of upcoming
projects. Depending on the type and length of stay, we seek either dinner hosts for groups
of visitors, or overnight stays for youth or adult participants. Contact cblack@unr.edu if
you are interested in hosting someone!
•

THREE MORE HOST FAMILIES NEEDED FOR TAJIK ECO-TOURISM OFFICIALS MAY 11-18, 2013
We are still looking for host families for three more male Tajik visitors for their week-stay in
Reno from May 11-18. The participants will be picked up each day by NNIC drivers, and
returned in the evening. They speak limited English and need breakfast and some dinners.

We are also looking for someone to host a closing reception for this group on Friday, May 17.
Closing receptions typically include the participants and their host families (approximately 15-18
people total).
•

DINNER HOSPITALITY FOR 3 INDIAN OFFICIALS STUDYING TRAFFICKING OF
PEOPLE - MAY 18-22, 2013
We seek a dinner host for three Indian officials visiting Reno to study the trafficking of women
and children. They would like to be hosted May 19, 20 or 21.
•

HOST FAMILY FOR GERMAN STUDENT NEEDED AT UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA's
HONORS PROGRAM
The Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange for Young Professionals (www.cbyx.info) is seeking a
host family for a German exchange student (18-21 years old) who will be studying at the
University of Nevada, Reno from August 2013-July 2014. The host family can choose to have a
male or female participant, a stipend is available for room and board and the student will have
his/her own transportation and excellent command of English. The program is jointly sponsored
by the German Parliament and U.S. Congress and is now in its 30th year. For more information
please contact local coordinator, Dr. Daniel Villanueva at the UNR Honors Program at
danielv@unr.edu or (775) 784-1455.
•

HOST FAMILIES NEEDED FOR 25 ALGERIAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND 2
AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
For the fifth year in a row, NNIC is looking for host families for participants in the Algeria Youth
Leadership Program. Youth can be hosted single or double occupancy (in different beds) from
June 21-July 2, 2013. Families must complete an FBI background check, host family orientation
and a home visit. Participants will be picked up each day and returned.
******************************************************************************

Solar Panels Could Destroy US Utilities, According to US Utilities
Read the Article at Grist
*************************************************************************************************************
SOLAR ARRAY DEDICATED AT LAS VEGAS WATER TREATMENT PLANT
A newly installed solar array at a Las Vegas water treatment plant is
part of the city’s effort to save $2.5 million annually in energy
costs.
http://erj.reviewjournal.com/ct/uz3688753Biz16704370
**********************************************************************

Ambitious plan would remake Yosemite National Park
Some of Yosemite's much-loved amenities, including swimming pools, bike rentals and a
skating rink, would be jettisoned under a plan to restore the Merced River corridor to a more
natural state.
Julie Cart, Los Angeles Times
The majestic landscape of Yosemite National Park — carved out of granite and shaped by
powerful natural forces over the eons — is timeless and untouchable.
*************************************************************************************************************

